Summer 2007 SRO Research Projects

- **Professor Nicholas Barberis**, “Gambling and the Stock Market”  
  Award: Isaiah Andrews ‘09 ([Summary](#))
- Professor Alessandro Gavazza, “Prices and Volume of Trade in European Car Markets”  
  Award: Jessica Jiang ‘08 ([Summary](#))
- **Professor Alan Gerber**, “Political Behavior both Current and Historical”  
  Award: Julie Xu ‘08 ([Summary](#))
- Professor Justine Hastings, “Research in Applied Industrial Organization and Public Finance”  
  Award: Daniel Sema ‘08 ([Summary](#))
- **Professor Dean Karlan**, “Microfinance Field Experiments”  
  Award: Carrie Steinfeld ‘08 ([Summary](#))
- **Professor William Nordhaus**, “Economics and Geography: Developing Geophysical Measures of Income and Output”  
  Award: Caroleen Verly ‘09 ([Summary](#))
- Professor Antti Petajisto, “Predicting Stock Returns with Fund Managers’ Beliefs”  
  Award: Phyllis Sun ‘08 ([Summary](#))
- **Professor Douglas Rae**, “Exploring Hyper-Affluent Neighborhoods”  
  Award: Allen Pan ‘08 ([Summary](#))
- Professor Gustav Ranis, “Migration Flows from Mexico to the U.S.”  
  Award: David DeCarlo ‘08 ([Summary](#))
- **Professor Robert Shiller**, “Research on Inequity and Related Topics”  
  Award: Tyler Ibbotson-Sindelar ‘09 ([Summary](#))
- **Professor Martin Shubik**, “Corporate Structure: A Game Theoretic Approach”  
  Award: Gary DeTurck ‘08 ([Summary](#))
- **Professor Matthew Spiegel**, “Do Better Fund Managers Jump from Mutual Funds to Hedge Funds?”  
  Award: Sean Riordan ‘09 ([Summary](#))
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